RAMIN’ Corporation offers the complete set of D848* Acid Wash Color Standard solutions and bottles with a lighted case for excellent comparison of color between samples and standards.

**Key Benefits**

- Lighted case provides brilliant viewing for comparison of samples and solution.
- Durable epoxy coated metal housing with acrylic base construction ensures protection of standard bottles.
- Compact storage uses minimal bench space.

*Remain in compliance by renewing solutions each year.*

For the determination of the acid wash color of benzene, toluene, xylenes, refined solvent naphthas, and similar industrial aromatic hydrocarbons. Excellent for internal quality control and in development or research work.

Color developed in the acid layer gives an indication of impurities which if sulfonated would cause the material to be discolored.

**Complete Acid Wash Color Standard Kit**
Lighted Case, Color Solution Standards 0-14, sealed bottles, 2 empty sample bottles with stoppers
No. 77-0848-F

**Complete Color Standards Set**, Solution Standards 0-14
No. 77-0848-E

**Lighted Case** 24w x 12d x 7h inches
No. 77-0848-G

**Complete Set of Color Standards 0 -14**, bottles only
No. 77-0848-C

**Color Standard Bottle**, Specify Standard 0-14, bottles only
No 77-0848-B

**Individual Sealed Color Standard Bottle**, Solution Standards 0-14,
No. 77-0848-D

**Wash Sample Bottle**, Graduated solutions at 7ml and 28ml
No. 77-0848-A
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